All Proposals

This stands as a record of the evolution of Maven project from a proposals POV. Like other content from MAVENOLD, new content is progressively migrate to the new MAVEN wiki

### Status | Work | Version | Issue | SVN | Developers
---|---|---|---|---|---
WIP | Decoupling of Maven Artifact | 2.1.x | N/A | N/A | Jason van Zyl
Done | Java 5 Annotations for Plugins | 2.1.x | MNG-2521 | MNG-2521 Branch | Eric Redmond, Kenney Westerhof, Jason van Zyl
WIP | Custom Profile Activators | 2.1.x | ??? | trunk | John Casey
WIP | Conflict Resolvers | 2.0.x, 2.1.x | MNG-612 | MNG-612 Branch | Mark Hobson
Draft | Aggregator plugins | | | |
Draft | Atypical Plugin Use Cases | 2.1.x | | |
Draft | Maven 2.1 Artifact Resolution Specification | | |
Draft | Artifact Handling | | |
Draft | Dependency Graphing | | |
Draft | Expression Access to POM List Elements | | |
Draft | Extending Maven 2.0 Dependencies | | |
Draft | Improves Modules Definition | | |
Draft | Lifecycle and Plugin Handling | | |
Draft | Mirror Repositories | | |
Draft | POM Loading and Building | | |
Draft | Repository Security | | |
Draft | Reusable Resources | | |
Draft | Specification Dependencies Design | | |
Draft | Support for other languages | | |
Draft | Templated POM Sections | | |
Draft | Terse POM Syntax - Design Discussion | | |
Draft | Workspaces and Universal Source Directory | | |
Draft | The Embedder for all client use in 2.1 | 2.1.x | | Jason van Zyl
Draft | Local repository separation | | MNG-2802 |
Draft | Plugin packs and concrete versioning | | MNG-3172 |
Draft | Use StAX instead of XPP3 | | MNG-2255 |
Draft | Make Like Reactor Mode | | MNG-1694, 2576 |
Draft | I18N Plugin Description | 2.1.x | | MNG-570 |

Complete
c Content migrated to the new Proposals Wiki page

### Rejected Proposals

### Status | Work | Version | Issue | SVN | Developers
---|---|---|---|---|---
WIP | Shared Build Context for Components and Plugins | 2.1.x | ??? | trunk | John Casey